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BASAL GANGLIA 

• Allows selection of complex patterns of voluntary movements 
• Evaluates success of actions in achieving the goals of those actions (and changes patent to what 

you want and what you get) 
• Initiates movements (less dopamine = movements become 

scarcer, less dopaminergic neurons = know what you want to do 
and how to, but can’t) 

 
Major components in BG 

• Striatum = Caudate + Putamen à similar structure and function 
only separated by white matter, where inputs come together 
(visual cortex and auditory cortex DO NOT project here) 

• Globus pallidus (external and internal segments) 
• Subthalamic nuclei 
• Substantia nigra (pars compacta + reticulate) à sits on white 

matter (peduncles) and two groups have different functions and 
different embryonic origins  

 
 INDIRECT PATHWAY 

• Neurons from the striatum project to the external globus 
pallidus which sends a signal to the subthalamic nucleus, back to 
the internal part of the globus pallidus and then to the thalamus 
and the cortex  

• When it is active, it is inhibiting movement    
 
DIRECT PATHWAY 

• Neurons from the striatum project directly to the internal globus 
pallidus, which then projects directly to the thalamus and then 
back to the cortex 

• The substantia nigra also contribute input into the striatum via 
D1 excitatory dopaminergic signalling 

• The direct pathway makes stuff happen, it facilitates movement  
• Add dopamine and you get even more excitation 

 
DOPAMINE 

• Neurons that project in direct pathway have D1 
receptors and are excited by dopamine 

o Make post-synaptic neuron more 
susceptible to depolarisation à generating 
2nd messenger pathways to make them more 
excitable à stimulating pathway 

• D2 pathway is the opposite effect à inhibitory 
effect = reduces excitability therefore ↑inhibitory 
effect on external globus pallidus leading to 
↑subthalamic inhibition, ↓globus pallidus interna 
inhibition = ↑thalamus = ↑movement 

o Disinhibition at D2 (releasing inhibition) 
• Dopamine has two effects: stimulates movement via DIRECT (D1) + disinhibition (D2)  

PoN – 6.3 – L17 – Modulation of Movement - Cerebellum and Basal ganglia 
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Revision of phototransduction in rod photoreceptors: 

• Isomerising retinal molecule to another form - which is held within protein so cause conformational 
change in protein subunit configuration 

• Protein signals GPCR cascade of events 
• Bipolar cells transmit info to ganglion cells 

 
Bacterial opsins (the molecule that isomerises to induce a response) 

• Ability to express protein on another cell also expressing PDE sensitive channel and replicate 
pathway, new cell can respond to light. à But complicated to do 

o Can use particular wavelengths to inhibit or excite so control and can neuron on or off 
o What if you promoted gene and coupled it to something to want to look at à get promoter 

to express specific phenotype, and put it in front of bacterial gene will have activation of 
both light + wanted gene 

§ Used this technique to research D1 dopamine pathway and test it in rodent model 
vs D2 pathway and hypothesis with inhibitor etc 

• All to do in bacterial system - express gene and does the job for you 
o Bacterial genes don’t have introns so we can transfect into another cell wit h a generic 

promoter 
o Some ion channels will depolarise 

but other bacterial proteins - 
hyperpolarise cell 

• Light is specific - like our rods and cones, 
respond to relatively narrow wavelengths 

 
Essentially: Transduce bacterial gene for phototransduction and link it to neuron that you want to be 
activated (excited/inhibited) via viral method. Investigate effects of stimulating particular neuron by 

different light wavelengths that the opsin is respondent too. 

Advantages Caveats 
• Genetically defined (promoter controlled) 

targeting to neuronal sub-types 
• Region of activation controlled by locus of 

infection and illumination 
• Extraordinary temporal precision in activation 

(or de-activation) 
• Bimodal, the same (or different) neurons can 

be excited or inhibited if both types of protein 
are expressed by neurons (“is it necessary” and 
“is it sufficient”) 

• The optic fibre probe is invasive 
• The targeting isn’t perfect (infection 

dependent, also promoters may not be perfect) 
The bulk illumination of a population in a field 
indices synchronous discharge – rarely seen in 
neuronal populations, and possibly non-
physiological 

• Stimulation and inhibition of even single 
neurons may go beyond the normal 
physiological ranges. 

 

PoN – 6.1 – L18 – Optogenetic examination of Basal ganglia function 
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Disinhibition in the direct and indirect pathways 
through the basal ganglia (last lecture) 

• Two pathways that DON’T CROSS 
o DIRECT: Causes inhibition of 

inhibition (of globus pallidus 
interna) leading to thalamus ↑ à 
stimulates MOTOR CORTEX 

§ Inhibits globus pallidus 
interna 

o INDIRECT: Causes increase of 
inhibition by disinhibition of globus 
pallidus externa leading to 
increased inhibition of thalamus à 
inhibits motor cortex 

§ Stimulates globus pallidus 
interna 

• Both pathways BEGIN IDENTICALLY: Excitatory input from the 
Cortex projects to the striatal neurons in the Caudate nucleus and 
Putamen 

• Both pathways END IDENTICALLY: Globus Pallidus interna projects 
inhibitory fibers to Ventrolateral Thalamus, which sends excitatory 
fibres to motor/frontal cortex 

• DOPAMINERGIC NEURONS project from substantia nigra to 
striatum (caudate/putamen) and are of TWO TYPES 

o D1: (+) à Striatum = excites striatal cells = movement facilitating DIRECT pathway 
o D2: (-) à Striatum = inhibits striatal cells = inhibition of INDIRECT pathway = ↓MOVEMENT 

 
Hypo- and hyperkinetic disorders alter the balance of inhibitory 
signals in the direct and indirect pathways  

• HYPOkinetic disorder 
o Parkinson’s disease = degeneration of dopaminergic 

neurons of Substantia nigra 
o Thus, more difficult to generate the transient 

inhibition from the caudate and putamen.  
o The result of this change in the direct pathway is to 

sustain the tonic inhibition from the globus pallidus 
(internal segment) to the thalamus, making 
thalamic excitation of the motor cortex less likely 
(thinner arrow from thalamus to cortex) 

o Essentially, ↑inhibition pathway = ↓movement 
• HYPERkinetic disorder 

o Huntinton’s disease = degeneration of  
o Projection from the caudate and putamen to the 

globus pallidus (external segment) is diminished 
(thinner arrow).  

o This effect increases the tonic inhibition from the 
globus pallidus to the subthalamic nucleus (larger 
arrow), making the excitatory subthalamic nucleus less effective in opposing the action of 
the direct pathway (thinner arrow).  

o Thus, thalamic excitation of the cortex is increased (larger arrow), leading to greater and 
often inappropriate motor activity: essentially, ↓inhibition = ↑movement 
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Key questions: 

• What motivates our social behaviour? 

• How do we make social judgments? 

• Why is it important (what happens if we don’t do it)? 

 

Introduction 

• Over time our views on what is socially acceptable 
change (i.e. textbook edition modifications to be 
gender neutral, approval of inter-racial marriage, 
same-sex marriage etc.) 

• From Key Points document: 
o As well as innate dispositions to our 

interactions with others, the rules or concepts 
that shape our social expectations, and form 
the norms of social behaviour, are a continuously evolving cultural inheritance. 

o These rules, inculcated during our cognitive development, are in a sense arbitrary and 
plastic, but exert a profound influence on our behaviour and thinking.  

o This power of social norms and expectations comes from the emotional states that are 
experienced when an individual is able to evaluate their actions and achievements in 
relation to social constructs they have been taught. 

• Why is this the case? Where do these cognitions evolve? 

 

Prefrontal Cortex 

• Where a lot of social cognition happens 
o Reasoning - rules we should all follow to get 

on - social cognition, allow social interaction 
complex 

o Feel social pressure as some part of 
emotion/experience 

§ Self-conscious emotions for social 
competence, experienced when an 
individual is able to internalise social 
constructs and evaluate their 
performance in relation to them 

 
Human interaction  

• So based on rules we have learnt, such that when we’ve 
broken some rule = we feel bad = social compliance based 
on this = have capacity to model our social behaviour 

o Develop when we’re young à This capacity to 
evaluate behaviour in relation to internalised 
standards and expectations typically develops in 
the 3rd year of life 

• The ability to lie and detect lies is crucial to human 
interaction 

o Duchenne smile (real) vs Pyramidal one 
 
 

PoN – 12.2 – L31 – Prefrontal Cortex: Social and Other Cognitions 
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Injury to PFC 

• Lesions to the medial and ventral / orbital prefrontal cortex of adults:  
o a formally serious, responsible, and energetic/resposible man à childish, easily distracted 

and impulsive, emotionally labile, poor decisions and tactless.  
o In general, damage to these prefrontal areas impairs the capacity to make accurate social 

judgements = becoming more child like – so PFC critical for making a person who they are 
• Mid-1950s craze where psychiatric neurosurgery could cure schizophrenia, homosexuality etc. 

(Nobel Prize in Medicine winning) = obviously bad 
• Animal study with prefrontal lesions exhibit abnormalities in temperament, emotion and social 

behaviour 
o Social contexts they're timid, fearful and withdrawn à reduction in facial expressiveness, 

communication by vocalising à the [orbital prefrontal] animal is obviously a social cripple - 
incapable of social interaction and therefore of securing a place in the social order 

 
What neural substrates might mediate social cognition? 

• Need to be able to learn rules and internalise rules, also linked to 
affective experiences 

• VENTRAL + MEDIAL PFC and sub-cortical structures (MEDIAL 

DORSAL THALAMUS + AMYGDALA) are the main centers for 

complex social cognition 
o Emotional experiences constructed by brain is caused by 

selective ANS activations (mediated in part by amygdala, 
hypothalamus, brainstem autonomic control centres – SNS 
response to feel fear) 

§ Somatic marker theory of emotion-based decision 
making requires that the bodily actions that 
accompany the autonomic activity in arousal states (gut-feeling) 

§ Essentially: PFC, CINGULATE, AMYGDALA receive direct input from spinal cord via 
MEDIAL FRONTAL THALAMUS from enteroceptors (internal organ sensory nerves) 
and cutaneous nociceptors, and PROJECT TO AUTONOMIC CONTROL CENTRES à 
mediate bodily changes that accompany emotional experience (and through 
activation by PFC may be driving force behind social compliance) 

o Hence, experience anxiety from contemplation of socially stressful events such that the 
capacity to ‘feel bad’ forces social compliance 

 
What else does our brain do? 

• Conscious mental activity relates to abstraction (analysis to how things work, calculation and 
estimation and planning/strategising) 

o DORSOLATERAL PFC – serves as reality checker as underactivity during dreaming = bizarre, 

impossible scenarios to be imagined à  
§ Working memory – remembering a phone no., rules (and applying them – count 

backwards from 100 in 7s) 
§ Memory of future – planning, goals, temporal structuring of behaviour similar to 

ventromedial PFC (delayed gratification) 
§ How things work – analysis, estimation, strategy, hypothesis, calculation 

• Damage here = distractability, impulsiveness, perserverative errors (keep 
making mistakes over and over through ineffective strategies) 

 
Theory of Mind à mirror recognition – self-conceptualisation, develop capacity to imagine other people’s 
mental states, only animal known who can is us (monkeys in some recent evidence possibly?) 

• <3 cant take point of view of another person, I know but they dont know I know (>3 years) 


